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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper describes the design of a system based on RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology. 

The smart shelf technique is developed to improve the existing of counting the books available, borrowed, check 
and find out the book which put on wrong shelf/ level with its correct shelf/level. The system consists of a 
portable module and RFID reader and tags that operates at frequency range of 913 MHz. The database system is 
developed by using C# and SQL Server 2008 allows the books to be detected in case of misplaced. 

 
Key words: 

 
Introduction 

 
Library Smart Shelf is systems with the main function are instant inventory checking and misplace book 

detection. Besides, this system will show the book detail according the latest book status which is available, 
borrowed and in use’s for particular books. Furthermore, this system also show exact shelf and level for 
particular book. The user for this system is fixing to librarian only. Besides the RFID technology, this system 
needs to be support by programming and database, thus, C# and SQL Server 2008 are use.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Layout of the book shelf 
 
In this project, fix reader and antenna are used. There are 2 antennas at every level of the shelf and the 

antennas are place at the both side of the shelf’s level while the reader is place at the top or the bottom of the 
shelf (Figure 1). The quantity of the reader and antenna for one shelf are depending on the amount of the level 
on the shelf. Besides, every book in this system has to be place a RFID tag on it to indentify the identity of the 
books and every tag (book) has their own specific code (V. Stanford, 2003). 

Library Smart Shelf system can be divided into 2 parts which are inventory part and misplace part. Before 
going into the 2 main part of the system, a login part is create to limit the user for the system. After login, the 
system will be continuing by the inventory part. Inventory part function are instance inventory checking and 
also show the detail of the book according the status of the books. While, misplace part divide into 2 small parts 
which is manual misplace and automatic misplace and the function is to show all misplaced book, misplace and 
correct place for the particular books. Besides, automatic misplace have a specific task which is the user need to 
rearrange the misplaced books when the automatic misplace page is pop out or else the page will stay on the 
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screen until the misplaced books are rearrange. There is a small login part is create to limit the user for the 
system. 
 
Methodology: 

 
System Process Flow: 

 

 
 
This is a system process flow, it combine the inventory part and misplace part in once. To start this system, 

firstly, need to login and go to the Home Page. At Home Page, start the inventory checking and the reader will 
read the tag ID in the book on shelf. From this step, the system flow will separate to 3 parts which are inventory 
part, manual misplace part and automatic misplace part.  

For login part, create a login page and just need to key in the LibrarianID and Password to login. The user 
can only pass through the login page go into main page with the correct password matched with his/ her 
Librarian ID. 

For inventory part, the system will start by reading the tags and update the data for 6 times in 6 second and 
stay the result for two minutes after that will repeat that steps to read and updated continuously. The information 
(book detail) shows at home page is according to the status of the books which are Available Book, Borrowed 
Book and In Use’s Book. Available book means the books which on the shelf. Borrowed Book is the books 
which borrowed by student. Lastly, In Use’s Book is the status when the books are not in the shelf and also not 
borrowed by student, for example- student is using the books and the books are somewhere else on the library. 
As information, to update the “Borrowed” status this program need to share the database with the Borrowed and 
Return System. 

There will be a “Pause” and “Refresh” button for the inventory system in home page. The Pause button is 
use to pause the result show while the Refresh is use to force the system to read and update the data again for the 
particular moment. 

Besides, there will have a “Logout” button to close the home page and back to login page. Furthermore, in 
this home page it will have an extra button which is “Misplace Book” button. This button will link to the 
misplace part later on. 

In misplace part, the information for both manual misplace and automatic misplace are same which are the 
title of the books misplaced, misplace and correct place for the particular book. The different between manual 
misplace and automatic is the manual misplace are use at any times by force while the automatic misplace will 
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show every 2 hours automatically from the time inventory start and the user need to replace back the misplaced 
books to active back the inventory part.  
 
1)Software: 

 
SDK(Software Development Kit) is the coding use to read the tags. C#  use to order the SDK and SQL to 

work and collect the data.  
Database(SQL Server 2008) are use and we will focus on this part. First, create database name Library. In 

the Library database, initially create three permanent tables which are Librarian,   Antenna_location and Book.  
When we know which antenna detect the book then refer the antenna_location which antenna, we can know the 
shelf and level for the book location.                                                                                                   

When C# program run, the command will create four more permanent tables which are Reader, 
inventory_latest, misplace and correct_place. This four tables act as temporary table (the table will be create and 
drop time to time). The Reader act as temporary table is because it need to update time to times while the 3 other 
tables act as temporary tables are  use to store a set of data within the procedure. Since, these 3 table acts as 
temporary table the program have to drop the 3 table every time before the program create the table again when 
there is a new process. The reason is the database cannot allow having two permanent tables with same name. 

Set the Original Status for all books are “ In Use’s ”. The “ Borrowed ” status will be updates when the 
books are borrowed and ‘Using’ status   will be update when the books are return by the borrow and return 
system. The “ Available “ status will be update when the books are on the shelf(reader can read the BookID/Tag 
ID) 
 
-Inventory Part: 

 
At home page, when “Start Inventory” button is pressed, the button then will change to “Pause” and the 

reader starts to detect the tags’ signal. A timer is needed in control the timing for reader to read and we set it to 
read each second. After that, information from tags will store in a table named “Reader” in database. This are 
the Query used to show the status of the books. 

Query 1  
 
Update  Book 
set Status =’Using’ 
 from Book. Reader 
where Reader .BookID<>Book.BookID and Book.Status<>'Borrowed' 
 
This query uses to update the Status of the book which the Status of the book s are not “Borrowed” to 

“Using” when the Reader not read the BookID of the book and the book status are not “Borrowed” the status of 
the particular book will  

update to “Using” (the BookID of the table “Reader” are not same with the table “Book” and the book 
status are not “Borrowed”) . The main function of this query is to clear the previous reading status. 

 
Query 2 
update Book 
set Status='Available'  
from Book ,Reader  
where Book.BookID=Reader.BookID 
 
This query uses to updates the books at shelf with status ‘Available’. The status of the books will be update 

to Available when the Reader read the BookID and the BookID of the books are in the table “Book” (the 
BookID at table “Reader” are same with the BookID from table “Book”).                 

While, for showing the books according to the status, query are use to select the books and the detail needed 
by according the status. 
 
-Misplace part: 

 
At Home Page, there is a “Misplace Book” button. To start the manual misplace program, the user need to 

click the button.  
After click the “Misplace Book” button, the program will disable the button to make sure no second Manual 

Misplace Page appear. Then, it will found out whether this is first time the user click the button or not (in other 
word, the program first time run the misplace part). If this is first time, the program will continue the step “Save 
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the latest data from inventory part to inventory_latest table” by using Query 1 and follow by the step “Compare 
the latest data table (inventory_latest) with original data table (Book)” using Query 2. In the other hand, the 
program will save the misplaced book(s) detail at new table “misplace”.  

If the program run this misplace part before, it will go to the “Drop inventory_latest, misplace and 
correct_place table” step before it continue the “Save the latest data from inventory part to inventory_latest 
table” and “Compare the latest data table (inventory_latest) with original data table (Book)”. 

After the compare step, if there have misplaced book(s) the program will go to step “Get the correct place 
for the misplaced book by create a correct_place table” by using Query 3. Next, the program will Show “Manual 
Misplace Page” with title, misplace and correct place for the misplaced book by using Query 4.While, if there 
are no misplaced book(s), the program will show the no misplaced “Manual Misplace Page”. 

Thus, to end the misplace part program, the user need to click “Back” button on Manual Misplace Page and 
it will go back to Home Page. Otherwise, the Manual Misplace Page will stay appear until the user click the 
“Back” button. 

This are the Query used in this part: 
 
Query 1 
select R.BookID,B.Title,A.Shelf,A.Levell into inventory_latest from Reader R,Book B,Antenna_location A 

where R.BookID=B.BookID and R.Antenna=A.Antenna 
Query 2 
select Title,Shelf,Levell into misplace from inventory_latest WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT 

Title,Shelf,Levell FROM Book WHERE  Book. BookID= inventory_latest. BookID and Book. 
Shelf=inventory_latest.Shelf and Book.Levell=inventory_latest.Levell) 

Query 3 
select A.Title,B.Shelf,B.Levell 
into from misplace A,Book B where B.Title=A.Title 
Query 4 
Select A.Title,A.Shelf,A.Levell,B.Shelf,B.Levell FROM misplace A LEFT JOIN correct_place B ON 

A.Title=B.Title 
 
The automatic misplace part are just like the manual misplace part for the database. The different are on the 

C# programming part, which is need to set a timer to make sure the misplaced page will pop out every 2 hours. 
Besides, the automatic misplaced page will stay until the user replace the book and click “CHECK” button, the 
program will run the query again to see whether there is misplaced book or not. If yes, the page will close and 
go back to home page , if not , then the page will stay and the user cannot use the inventory part 

 
2)Hardware: 

 
For the one shelf, it have 4 levels and each level have 2 antennas. Overall it tooks 8 antennas and also 2 

CSL reader. For our system, we only use 2 levels which required 4 antennas and 1 CSL reader. 
Antenna holders are design to fix the antenna hang on the shelf with our design. Steel are use because it is 

cheaper. 
We use Universal Tag after doing some testing for the captured distance and also the stability of tag’s 

reading because we have to use a lot of books. So, we need to choose the suitable tags for this project. The 
quantity of this tags depend on the quantity of books that we use. 

For the location of tags, we fix it in the second page of the book. While for the power used, we had done 
some testing and to take minimum power to reading all the books for the particular level in a shelf and we get 
the most suitable power is 29.50 dBm for CSL reader’s power. This project is for thesis books with different 
thickness. The quantity of the books fix to 30 books for every level.  
 
Result: 

 
Analysis was done for the Stability, Detection and Flow sequence on the system to understand the 

reliability of the system. 
The results for the analysis are as below: 

 
Testing  Stability:  
 

(i) - Inventory Part for 2 levels: Observer the inventory part (Available grid view) for 10 minutes and 
record the reading result. 

Record the total books read. 
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            Trial              
Minutes 

0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 

1 60 60 60 60 60 

2 60 60 60 60 58 

3 60 60 60 60 60 

4 60 60 60 60 60 
5 60 59 60 60 60 

 
 
 
 

Analysis: From the result, the reading are consider stable which is 92% are correct. 
 
Testing  Detection:                                                                                                                                          
 
a) Inventory Part                                                                                                                           - 
- Inventory Part for 2 levels: Take out the books or replace the books randomly, while record the reading result. 
Detection: True or False                                                     
True= detect, False= Not detect 
 

Trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Detection T T F T T T T T F T 

Result for Testing Detection a) Inventory Part for 2 Levels 
 
Analysis: From the result, the detections are consistence which 80% can detect. 
-Inventory Part for 1 level: Adjust the distance between the books and the antenna. 
 

 
 

Detection: Record the total books read for  particular level. 
 

Distance (cm) Detection(books) 
0 30 
4 30 
8 30 
12 30 
16 30 

Result for Testing (2) Detection a) Inventory Part for 1 
 
b)  Misplace Part for 1 level: Put the misplace books randomly at one part. Record the observation and 

repeat 5 times by using manual misplace program. Repeat step with other part. 
 

 
 
-Manual Misplace Program 

 
           Part         Trail 1 2 3 4 5 

1 √ √ √ √ √ 

2 √ √ √ √ √ 

3 √ √ √ √ √ 

Result for Testing Detection b) Misplace Part for 1 Level- Manual Misplace Program 
 

Record the detection.                

Total Books= 60 
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√ =detect the misplaced book/books                     
 X = no detect the misplaced book/books 

 
Analysis: The detection for misplaced book/books on automatic misplace are consistence which 100%. 
 

-Automatic Misplace Program 
 
          Part         Trail 1 2 3 4 5 

1 √ √ √ √ √ 
2 √ √ √ √ √ 
3 √ √ √ √ √ 

Result for Testing Detection b) Misplace Part for 1 Level- Automatic Misplace Program 
 
Analysis: The detection for misplaced book/books on automatic misplace are consistence which 100%. 
 

Testing (3) Flow Sequence:  
 
-Misplace Part : Open the program and wait the automatic misplace form to pop out. (the timer set 2 hours 

which is original times 
(i) 1st two hours - run the program normally and record the observation 
Result: The automatic misplace form pop out on time. 
(ii) 2nd two hours - open the manual misplace form and record the observation 
Result: The manual misplace form close and automatic misplace form    pop out on time. 
(iii) 3rd two hours - click the start inventory button for 2nd times and record the observation. 
Result: The automatic misplace form pop out and there is no 2nd automatic misplace form popping out. 
Analysis: From the testing and result, the flow sequence are smooth and no error on it. 

 
Conclusion: 

 
As a conclusion, our project is considered done accordingly to our plan although there still have a lot of 

space to be improved. For the prototype, we do some analysis on it to test the reliability of the Library Smart 
Shelf system. According to the analysis, the system is workable and reliable. Library Smart Shelf is very useful 
for the librarian. They can have inventory checking any times whenever they want just by click the button. 
Besides, they can check the misplaced book and the correct place of the misplaced book by click the button also. 
On the other hand, the automatic misplace system can make sure the librarian replace the misplaced book every 
two hours. Hence the student can find the book easily. This project starts with searching ideas about what is the 
Library Smart Shelf and then select a suitable idea for our project. To select the right idea we need to consider 
many factors and need to make sure that the idea are workable. We learn a lot here in order to choose a better 
idea which suit to our project.   
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